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Along with the desire to bring Vietnamese values and pride into every product, JAGER expects not only to create 

high quality wooden furniture but also to pioneer in changing the way of traditional production, save social 

resources, bring high living values to customers and the community. With Jager, we provide luxury furniture 

products to the investors – real estate group, designers and individual clients.

With the JAGER brand, we provide high quality furniture products to investors who are large real estate 

corporations, designers and individual customers.

However, also at JAGER, we eliminate the complexity of normal furniture retail, using technology to keep direct 

customer communication to a minimum but still highly effective. All customers can control their creation, design 

and production of their space as much as possible without spending too much time meeting and exchanging 

directly. It would minimize intermediate time and increase work efficiency. 
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY:  

Perfect coating on metal surfaces and other materials 

such as HDF, MDF, ...

NEW STANDARD:

Completely replacing PVC film materials, improving the 

quality of furniture products.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY:

Free of formaldehyde, preservatives, heavy metals and 

other harmful substances, comply with furniture 

requirements that are safe for health and environment 

protection.

EFFECTIVE:

Anti-glare, wear-resistant, anti-stains, easy to clean, 

color fastness. The appearance and feeling same as 

natural wood, wood grain is so real. Waterproof, 

moisture-proof, anti-penetration and anti-UV.
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N102-0000064
1220 x 2440 AS14007CT98

LAMINATE

AS14095CS98

LAMINATEN102-0000066
1220 x 2440

N102-0000063
1220 x 2440 AS14093CT98

LAMINATE

N102-0000067
1220 x 2440 AS14116CS98

LAMINATE

N102-0000065
1220 x 2440 AS14015CS98

LAMINATE

N102-0000068
1220 x 2440 AS14022CS99

LAMINATE N102-0000069
1220 x 2440 AS14097CS16

LAMINATE

AS14084CS99

LAMINATEN102-0000070
1220 x 2440

APPLICABILITY:

PP film, also known as Nano foil, with flexibility, 

anti-light reflection... is the optimal solution in 

manufacturing furniture details that need 

sophistication such as closet wings with seamless 

90-degree folding edges, seamless J handle, 45-

degree beveled handle.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
OF PP FILM
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